EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

CHEMSTAND

Every accident or incident involving a student must be reported to and handled by appropriate Chemistry staff.

If the injury is life-threatening, call 911 immediately and tell them you are located in the lower atrium of the Chemistry building. Then contact, in order, until someone is reached .... Or if the situation is NOT life-threatening follow this list.

Phone number

1. Chris Peters  3-4527  if no answer, call pager at 9-651-6289, after tone, enter Chemstand phone number (3-4684 #), then hang up.
2. Jim Vollmers  6-0385  if no answer, leave message
3. Tracy Stevenson  4-7316
4. Anson Pesek  7-8932
5. Dawn Viau  3-4829

Chemistry staff and student workers will NOT administer first aid or dispense first aid items, such as bandages. A student may be invited into the Chemstand to rinse their skin in the sink (in case of chemical exposure or burn) until assistance arrives.